
SUCCESSFUL APPLICATIONS

APPLICATION

Processing aim Deburring & edge radiusing

Process description Different airframe components must be deburred and cleaned (removal of coolant) after machining

Previous finishing method Manual

WORK PIECES

Work piece name Airframe parts Weight: (min/max) Up to 200 kg (440 lbs)

Material Aluminum Dimensions (min/man) Up to 10 x 5 feet (L x W)

Manufacturing method Cold heading&thread cutting Condition of raw parts Burs and sharp edges; covered with coolant

Description Different components for airplanes and helicopters 

THE ROSLER SOLUTION

The Process Deburring and edge radiusing in a tub vibrator. Parts are loaded and unloaded by crane

Competition None. No other supplier can supply such a big tub

EQUIPMENT DETAILS PROCESS PARAMETERS

Machine/model R 1500/3300 TUM Compound Recycling compound

Equipment description Stand-alone tub vibrator Media Type/Size Plastic media

Post Treatment Manual rinsing and drying with compressed air Batch or Continous Batch

Waste Water Treatment Fully automatic centrifuge Z 1000 Batch Size One piece per batch

Noise Protection Machine located in a sound enclosing cabin Process Time 30 minutes

Feed Rate NA Capacity/hour 2 work pieces

Mass Finishing Success Story No. MFEH0003DE - Industry: Aerospace 

Finishing of large structural airframe components 
When it comes to mechanical surface finishing of bulky metal components, tub vibrators with their large processing bowls are the ideal finishing machines.  
Rosler offers by far the most comprehensive line of large tub vibrators in the industry. Therefore, it is not surprising that a renowned aerospace company in 
Belgium chose a Rosler tub vibrator R 1500/3300 TUM for finishing of structural airframe components made from aluminum. 



finding a better way...
Rosler Metal Finishing USA is the leader in mass finishing, shot blasting, automated processes and media - 
made in the USA.  Visit www.rosler.us or call 269-441-3000 for more information.

Large tub vibrators from Rosler increasingly 
replace manual deburring of large structural 
airframe components including stringers,  
longerons and even wing spars.

To reduce the noise level and prevent 
vibrations to the immediate environment, 
tub vibrators are placed in sound enclosing 
cabins. The cabins reduce the noise level 
down to 80 dB(A)

The powerful vibratory drive systems with a 
power of up to 53hp (40kw) can handle work 
pieces weighing several thousand pounds.


